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4-Dimensional Vertex Reconstruction 1
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The space-time structure of simulated and reconstructed vertices 
assuming a mock-up of a fully covering fast-timing layer in 50 (slide 2) 

and in 200 (slide 3) pileup events shown, the hard scatter event is Hγγ. 
The assumed timing resolution per track is 20 ps. The input simulated 

vertices are shown for reference.

The 4D vertices are reconstructed using a simulated annealing 
algorithm that is a higher dimensional extension of the vertexing 

algorithm [1] used presently in CMS. 4D Tracks are constructed by 
determining the time-stamp at the distance of closest approach using 

smeared simulation information. A pT cut of 1 GeV is required for 
tracks to enter the vertex fit.

 Instances of vertex merging for the 3D algorithm can be seen in 50PU 
at −7.3 cm and 3 cm, and throughout the 200PU plot. 
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Examples of vertices merged in 3D algorithm circled

(to reduce complexity)
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E↵ect of Precision Timing on Vertex-Track Association

G. Arduini, R. Tomas

Integrating over 95% confidence interval with detector resolution �z , �t ,
for 1d and 2d pileup densities ⇢z , ⇢zt , the e↵ective amount of pileup for
track-vertex association scales as ⇠ 4.9 ⇢zt

⇢z
�t

For a 2d Gaussian luminous region of width �bs
z , �bs

t , e↵ective pileup
scales as ⇠ 1.9 �t

�bs
t

For 20-30 ps time resolution, back of the envelope expectation is a

3-5x reduction in e↵ective pileup density for track-primary vertex

association
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Tracking Implications of High Pileup (without timing)

(a) PU Tracks attached to hard
PV

(b) Tau Iso E�ciency

As vertices start to overlap within e↵ective tracking resolution, rate of
pileup tracks associated to hard interaction vertex increases

Corresponding degradation of charged isolation, b-tagging, Jet/MET

performance
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Merged Vertex Rate Reduction

5 / Josh Bendavid, CalTech 

<µ> 4D Merged 
Vertex Fraction

3D Merged 
Vertex Fraction Ratio of 3D/4D

50 0.5% 3.3% 6.6

200 1.5% 13.4% 8.9

CMS SimulationE↵ect of Precision Timing on Vertex Performance

Rate of vertex merging closely related to the rate of pileup tracks
contaminating charged isolation, charged component of Jets/MET, etc
Impact of precision timing+4d-vertexing on vertex merging consistent
with back of the envelope expectation (timing resolution for vertices
better than for single tracks)
Optimistic Expectation: Precision timing for MIPs combined with 4d
vertex reconstruction can substantially mitigate impact of HL-LHC PU
conditions for quantities sensitive to pileup tracks attached to hard PV

Detailed simulation and studies under preparation to explicitly confirm

this
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